The main reason of this study is to determine from which serum hemolysis index the interference was positive for the kaliemia dosage on automaton BS 300 (Mindray®). The secondary aim was to establish a reliable reporting for the clinicians in front of hemolysed samples for the kaliemia dosage.The hemolysis additions method was run to create an J Biotechnol Biomed 2020; 3 (1):010-016
Introduction
The interference is defined as a source of bias in the concentration measure of an analyte caused by another component or by one property of the sample [1] . Hemolysis is defined as the passage of blood cells constituents in the plasma or in the serum [2] .
Hemoglobin released by the erythrocytes was responsible for the reddish staining of the serum or plasma after centrifugation [3, 4] . A high number of second test requests for reasons of non-feasibility of analysis were recorded at Hospital Joseph Ravoahangy Andrianavalona Biochemistry for the dosage of blood electrolyte because the positive interference of hemolysis on the determination of potassium was already known in account of the intra erythrocyte prevalence of potassium. Given the quite urgent nature of the blood electrolyte request, the main reason of this study is to determine from which serum hemolysis index the interference was positive for the kaliemia dosage on automaton BS 300 (Mindray®). The secondary aim was to establish a reliable reporting for the clinicians in front of hemolysed samples for the kaliemia dosage.
Materials and Methods

Constitution of plasma pools
Plasma pools were constituted from the remainders of patients samples collected from laboratory. The plasma was collected after analysis realization.
Visibly hemolysed, icterical or lactescent samples including one or several biological results outside the normal range were excluded. The constitution of plasma pools was realized from April 8 th to April 12 th 2019.
Overloading of plasma sample
Preparation of hemolysat: Plasma pools
consisted of a preparation of the hemolysat from full blood pool obtained on sodium heparinate. These blood samples were centrifuged at 2 500 g during 10 minutes at 25°C on a centrifuge GR4i (Jouan®).
Supernatants were expelled and red blood cells collected after plasma removal and the Buffy coat were pooled. Three washes volume to volume of these collected cells were thereafter hemolysed by addition of distilled water volume to volume. A centrifugation at 4000 g enabled to remove cells debris. Therefore we got hemolysat. Then hemoglobin on the hemolysat was measured on semiautomatic spectrophotometer Secomam (BASIC®). It is an open system including:
 A specimen processing system and the reactive plateau. perturbation by American standards [5] . Statistic analysis was done by XLSTAT, therefore the student paired t-test allowed us to compare parameters rates dosed before and after hemolysis. The threshold for statistical significance was 0.05.
Seric indexes measure: Automaton BS300
(Mindray ® ) was not able to identify the seric index.
The correspondence between hemolysis index and hemoglobin concentration was visually determined.
This correspondence was carried out by 4 interns in the course of specialization for medical biology, two of them were second year interns and another one was a third-year interns, by three laboratory technicians respectively with 10 years, 6 years and 1year experiences.
Results
Visual evaluation of hemolysis index
The achieved results were collected and were as follows:
 
Hemolysis interference within kaliemia dosage
( 
Discussion
For any hemolysis there was no consensus concerning the threshold from which a result was considered as wrong, nevertheless the standard NF EN ISO 15189 enforced the laboratories to assess the interferences impact [6] . In this study, American standards were carried on, the interference threshold was the concentration from which a 10% variation of the value without any interference was observed [5] .
According to these requirements, kaliemia positive interference became significant from hemolysis index [+++]: H4 = 1.5g/dl. This result was similar to other studies [4] , [7] , [8] . 
Conclusion
The way to proceed in the case of hemolysed sample must be included in technicians and biologists training. It must be incorporated into the validation and empowerment procedures. The report intended for the clinician must mention the presence of detected interference. The results of indexes measure and/or their interpretation must be clearly stated during the biological validation step.
